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Q: What are the vaccination requirements for on-site attendance? 
A: To attend IC on-site at UMass, participants must submit vaccination proof to our Crowdpass portal no later 
than May 25th.  Full vaccination status includes 2 doses of Moderna, 2 doses of Pfizer, or 1 dose of Johnson & 
Johnson.  

Q:  Are there off-campus housing options this year? 
A:  While we have offered off-campus packages in the past, we are unable to do so in 2022.  Please know that 
the premium housing options are very nice and that UMass dining is #1 in the nation (and a much better value 
than hotels and restaurants!). All attendees on-site must adhere to registration protocols, including Covid 
vaccination and background check of the adults.  The best way to ascertain this is through on-site registration.  
This will give the students and their chaperones access to all FPSPI activities at various campus venues, 
housing, and meals.   

Q: What is MAGIC? 
A: Multi-Affiliate Global Issues Problem Solving Competition (MAGIC) is offered ON-SITE only for 2022 in the 
Junior, Middle, and Senior Divisions.  MAGIC provides an opportunity for collaboration with other problem-
solvers from around the world as competitors are randomly placed by FPSPI onto teams by division.  Eight 
challenges, eight solution ideas, and a shortened grid will be completed in the MAGIC booklet.   MAGIC will 
have the same 2 hours as GIPS Teams and will use a written booklet. 

Q: Who is eligible for MAGIC?   
A:  Scenario Writers, Scenario Performers, and others who are not competing in GIPS or CmPS during IC 2022.  
Participants MUST be experienced in GIPS, thus well versed in the problem-solving process. Participants must 
be able to converse with their team members in English, though the translation of written materials can be 
arranged. This should be noted during registration. 

Q:  How many people can I bring to IC for MAGIC? 
A: MAGIC invites are earned with each registration. 

· Two MAGIC individuals may register with each GIPS team.
· One MAGIC individual may register with each GIPS Individual, Scenario Writer, Scenario Performer,

CmPS Team and CmPS Individual.


